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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Chest High Resolution Computed Tomography (HRCT) plays a role in determining the emphysema
severity levels of COPD patients by measuring the low-attenuation volume (LAV) of the lung parenchyma.
Methods: This can be used as an alternative to calculate the lung volumes and provide additional information on
the pathology that causes both the increase and the decrease of lung volumes. Generally, the reconstruction of raw
data in HRCT uses Filtered Back Projection (FBP). Nowadays, reconstruction technology that can be used as an
alternative for HRCT is reconstruction iterative (IR) to maximize the diagnosis information and the image quality in
a low radiation dose. Sinogram-Affirmed Iterative Reconstruction (SAFIRE) is an iterative reconstruction using noise
modelling technique. The research aimed at comparing the use of FBP reconstruction using SAFIRE to measure
the quantity emphysema and lung volumes. Results: A reconstruction using window lung filter kernel B70f sharp
and reconstruction using SAFIRE soft tissue standard l70f sharp were performed to 40 samples. A post-processing,
then, was conducted to each of the reconstruction result to measure the quantity of emphysema by displaying the
Low Attenuation Volume (LAV%) values and lung volumes (ml). Conclusion: The result of the research shows that
the use of reconstruction using SAFIRE can affect the measurement result of the quantity of emphysema and lung
volumes quantitatively by using a post-processing software when compared to the reconstruction using FBP with the
significant values (p<0,05).
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INTRODUCTION
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) is a
respiratory disease that has become one of the leading
causes of death. COPD includes emphysema and
chronic bronchitis (1). Based on the previous studies
involving 13 Asian countries, the highest prevalence
of COPD due to smoking habits is Vietnam, which
is 6,7% and the lowest one is Hongkong, which is
3.5% (2). Meanwhile, in Indonesia, the prevalence of
COPD is 3,7%. This is closely related to the increase

of smoking habits of people above 15 years old from
34,2% in 2007 to 36,3% (3) in 2013.
As parts of COPD, emphysema can be diagnosed
through the CT-Scan examination. High Resolution
Computed Tomography (HRCT) Chest can play a
role to determine the emphysema severity levels and
the distribution of disease patterns by measuring
the Low-attenuation areas (LAA) or low-attenuation
volume (LAV) on the lung parenchyma (4). HRCT
can also be used as an alternative to calculate the
lung volumes by using a post-processing software,
providing additional information in diagnostic
pathology towards the causes of either the increasing or
decreasing volumes of the lung (5).
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The development of the role of the Computed
Tomography, especially HRCT Chest is aligned with
the development of technology aiming at maximizing
diagnosis information and image qualities with minimum
radiation doses. As a result, in the last decades, algorithm
iterative reconstruction method has been developed (6).
Sinogram-Affirmed Iterative Reconstruction (SAFIRE) is
one of the iterative algorithm reconstruction methods
that uses noise modelling technique (7). SAFIRE has
5 (five) levels of iterative power equal to the levels
of minimizing the noises that have been produced.
According to the image quality, level 5 (five) has the
lowest value and displays artefacts although the noises
produced are minimum. Meanwhile, level 1 (one) has
a value close to the FBP reconstruction and gives little
effect on the noise reduction (8,9). Consequently, it has
the potential to be used on SAFIRE level 2,3 and 4.
Before the iterative algorithm reconstruction was
developed, Filtered Back Projection (FBP) became the
reconstruction method used for CT-Scan images (10).
Many studies used it as a reference of HRCT Chest
to measure the lung volumes and the quantity of
emphysema (4,11,8).

the symbol of vol in milliliter (ml) while visually the
software allows masking the area with certain HU
and calculating automatically from Dicom formatted
images of HRCT Chest. The area with <-950HU which
is detected as emphysema is shown in blue while the
airway showed in red shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1 : Parameter Setting in FBP B70F Sharp and SAFIRE l70f
(level 2,3,4). The data were, then, collected and reconstructed by using
kernel filter B70f sharp lung window and SAFIRE soft tissue standard
l70f sharp level 2,3 and 4. Various studies using FBP B70F Sharp as a
standard filter in Chest HRCT reconstruction because it can increase
spatial resolution which is an important aspect in Chest HRCT.

This research aims at comparing FBP to SAFIRE in the
measurement of the quantity of emphysema and lung
volumes
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples
Approved by Radiology Department Bach Mai Hospital,
this research was retrospective and the data were
obtained from Radiology Center of Bach Mai Hospital,
Vietnam. We excluded samples that met the following
criteria: 1) COPD Patients with ventilators, 2) Cutis
emphysema, 3) Chest trauma, 4) Field Of View (FoV)
that does not include the entire lung, 5) Beam hardening
artefacts in lung parenchyma.

Figure 2 : Measuring the Quantity of Emphysema (LAV%) and Lung
volumes. Each result of the reconstruction was processed by using 3D
Pulmo software in SYNGO.VIA Siemens workstation to measure the
quantity of emphysema by displaying the Low Attenuation Volume
(LAV) with HU values of -950 in percentage (%) and lung volumes
by showing the symbol of vol in milliliter (ml). The software allows
masking the area with certain HU and calculating automatically from
Dicom formatted images of HRCT Chest. The area with <-950HU
which is detected as emphysema is shown in blue while the airway
showed in red.

CT Scan Technique
Data were obtained from patients that had undergone
HRCT Chest without contrast using modalities of CTScan Siemens SOMATOM Definition EDGE 128 Slice
retrospectively for 3 (three) months by using parameters
including Care kV semi 120 kV which is recommended
for the adult patient also will be optimal to combine with
Activated Care Dose 4D, recon slice thickness 1.0 mm.
The data were, then, collected and reconstructed by
using kernel filter B70f sharp lung window and SAFIRE
soft tissue standard l70f sharp level 2,3 and 4 shown in
Figure 1.

Statistical Analysis
The normality test used Shapiro-Wilk test. If the data
showed normal distribution, it would be analyzed with
ANOVA tests. However, if the data did not display
normal distribution, it would be analyzed with Wilcoxon
test.

Each result of the reconstruction was processed by using
3D Pulmo software in SYNGO.VIA Siemens workstation
to measure the quantity of emphysema by displaying
the Low Attenuation Volume (LAV) with HU values
of -950 in percentage (%) and lung volumes by showing

40 samples, consisting of 39 (97,5%) males and 1
(2,5%) female, were obtained from December 2018
to February 2019. The average age was 65,4 years old
(ranging from 36-81).
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The statistical analysis was performed by using SPSS
25.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). A p-value of ≤0.05 was used to
represent the statistical significance.
RESULTS
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The significance analysis performed by using
Wilcoxon test displays a significant difference on the
value of the quantity of emphysema (LAV%) between
FBP B70F, SAFIRE l70f level 2,3 and 4 (p<0.05).
Meanwhile, the significance analysis by using
ANOVA showed a significant difference on the value
of lung volumes (ml) between FBP B70F, SAFIRE l70f
level 2,3 and 4 (p<0.05).
DISCUSSION

Figure 3 : Shifting in the Histogram of Attenuation Value
Distribution. Histogram of attenuation value distribution is one of
feature of 3D Pulmo software in SYNGO.VIA that displays a detailed
distribution of the Houndsfield Unit (HU) in the voxel of lung area.
The implementation of the change of attenuation value distribution
can be visually seen from the segmentation result of low attenuation
area (LAV) with the threshold of -950HU. There is a shifting of
the distribution of attenuation values which move away from the
threshold <-950HU, along with the increasing number of the voxel
areas in which the distribution of the HU values moving away from
the threshold <-950HU

Every reconstruction showed the value distribution of
the quantity of emphysema in percentage (LAV%) and
lung volumes in millilitre. The distribution of LAV%
is shown on Graph 1 and lung volumes is shown on
Graph 2.

Graph 1 : Low Attenuation Volume (LAV%) Distribution

The Quantity of Emphysema (LAV%)
There are factor affecting the value of the quantity of
emphysema (LAV%), one of which is the algorithm
reconstruction that was used in HRCT Chest (12). In this
research, the value of LAV% from the use of FBP B70F
reconstruction and SAFIRE l70f (level 2, 3,4) showed
diverse results and, even, significant differences. The
result was supported by the research conducted by
Choo et al (13) showing the significant differences in
the value of the quantity of emphysema (LAV%) or
emphysema index (EI) between FBP reconstruction on
the two types of IR. Baumueller et al (4) also found the
similar result showing significant differences in the value
of the quantity of emphysema (LAV%) or emphysema
index (EI) between FBP reconstructions on one type of
IR consisting of various levels.
The consistence of the result of the research confirming
the influence of algorithm reconstruction used to produce
the value of the quantity of emphysema is based on the
theory carried out by Mets et al’s (14) research stating
that the use of iterative reconstruction on the basis of
noise reduction affects the distribution histogram of
the attenuation value of lung parenchyma. Areas with
low attenuation that is segmented as emphysema
has Hounsfield Unit (HU) values below the optimal
threshold, -950HU. The noise reduction using iterative
reconstruction has a potential to turn the HU values from
below the threshold to be equal or above the threshold
so that the values will not be segmented as an area that
has low attenuation with emphysema (4). SAFIRE as an
iterative reconstruction used in this research focused on
the noise modelling aimed at reducing noise. It has 5
(five) levels. The higher the level, the stronger the noise
reduction (7). Therefore, every level in SAFIRE change
the distribution histogram of different attenuation values.
This research used SAFIRE l70f level 2, 3 and 4. As
previously mentioned, SAFIRE levels can make changes
on the distribution histogram of the different attenuation
values due to different noise reduction. The research
shows that SAFIRE l70f level 2 has the least significance
on FBP B70F. Meanwhile, SAFIRE l70f level 3 and 4,
respectively, has the most significance on FBP B70F.

Graph 2 : Lung Volume (ml) Distribution

The implementation of the change of attenuation value
distribution can be visually seen from the segmentation
result of low attenuation area (LAV) with the threshold
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of -950HU shown on Figure 3. The samples illustrates
that the value of the quantity of emphysema (LAV%)
produced on FBP is 33,00%, while on SAFIRE level 2
is 32,30%; SAFIRE level 3 is 30,70%; and SAFIRE
level 4 is 28,90%. This indicates that in the histogram
there is a shifting of the distribution of attenuation
values which move away from the threshold <-950HU,
along with the increasing number of the voxel areas
in which the distribution of the HU values moving
away from the threshold<-950HU.
According to the result of the statistical test Wilcoxon,
there was a change in the significance. Not only did the
LAV% values decrease, but the LAV% values in each
reconstruction also increased. 10 samples (25%) showed
the increase or overestimation, while 30 samples (90%)
suggested the decrease or underestimation. The range
of decreases and increases varied from -0,10 to +15,50
where the differences were obvious. The result of this
research is supported by the one conducted by Choo
et al (13) who classified the quantity of emphysema
and, then, calculated the LAV% values of the results of
FBP and IR reconstructions. The research revealed that
both groups of LAV% values or emphysema index (EI)
decreased when compared with the LAV% values or
emphysema index (EI) in FBP reconstruction.
As previously stated, the SAFIRE treatment is an
effort to maintain the image quality by reducing the
noise. Research conducted by SYang et al (9) showed
that there was a noise value reduction in both FBP
B70F and SAFIRE l70f reconstructions. The noise
occurred due to a fluctuation of CT Number or
Hounsfield Unit on the homogenous tissues or
materials (15). In a CT Scan device, if one figure with
homogenous materials and CT-Number are found in the
area, the CT- Number will have various values around
the average or mean values. The theory correlated with
an attempt to reduce noise on SAFIRE can minimize
the fluctuation of HU values in a homogenous tissue.
Therefore, there are two possibilities justifying how
the underestimation and overestimation on the LAV%
values can occur. First, noise reduction can reduce the
fluctuation of HU values in the area with normal HU
(without emphysema), so some of the areas become
homogenous, leading to low HU values (<-950HU)
called overestimation. Second, noise reduction can
reduce the fluctuation of HU values in the area with
low HU (emphysema), so some of the areas become
homogenous, leading to normal HU values (>-950HU)
called underestimation.
Referred to Goddard Scale (16), severity levels of
emphysema were determined by using the values
of the quantity of emphysema. Goddard Scale (GS)
provides specific evaluation from the percentage of
the emphysema quantity values in three lung zones
so that the clinical change of the emphysema quantity
values, i.e. underestimation or overestimation, can
22

affect the representation result for the Goddard Scale
to determine the emphysema severity levels which
can be classified into mild, moderate, and severe
emphysema.
Lung volumes
Besides the value of the quantity of emphysema (LAV%),
this research also discusses the significance values
of lung volumes in both FBP and SAFIRE l70f (2,3,4)
reconstructions. Research performed by Baumueller
et al (4) states that the changes in the lung volumes as
a result of segmentation is related to the lung density
range which indicates the range of HU values in lung
parenchyma by combining the entire volume data.
The factor is essential as it affects the differentiation
between lung parenchyma and extrapulmonary
structures, such as soft tissue, bones and airways.
Insignificant change in the lung density range will not
affect the segmentation process of lung volumes, while
the significant one will change the lung volumes.
According to the statistical analysis, the values of
lung volumes in every reconstruction are significantly
different. The significance deals not only with the
decrease of the values of the lung volumes but also with
the increase one in every reconstruction. Compared to
the FBP B70F reconstruction, the entire samples of the
result of SAFIRE l70f reconstruction show an increase or
overestimation in 9 samples (22,5%) and a decrease or
underestimation in 31 samples (77,5%).
When correlated with the theory in Baumueller et al’s
research (4), the changes in lung volumes can be caused
by the significant change in lung density range that
affects the segmentation process. The implementation of
lung density change might not be able to be visually seen
through the segmentation result, but it can be assessed
through the histogram of the attenuation distribution
that shows the shifting in HU values.
Based on the analysis, the change in emphysema quantity
values (LAV%) and values of lung volumes (ml) from
the use of FBP B70F and SAFIRE l70f reconstructions
was caused by the change in attenuation histogram that
affect the change in the lung density. Furthermore, the
calculation of the value of the quantity of emphysema
(LAV%) is quantitatively conducted by using post
processing software that has been automatically
programmed to process the following formula:
LAV%-950HU =

low attenuation volume
total lung volume

x 100%

The formula is used to calculate the LAV% when the
threshold is -950HU. Therefore, the formula is relevant
if the change of the values of the lung volumes is aligned
with the one of values of the quantity of emphysema
(LAV%). The analysis result of the formula is different
from Baumueller et al’s (4) research which showed
that there was significant change in the values of the
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quantity of emphysema but not in the values of lung
volumes. Thus, the analysis in this research can confirm
the previous studies according to the theory of formula
determining the values of the quantity of emphysema
(LAV%) obtained from certain thresholds.

6.

CONCLUSION
The research shows a significant difference (p<0,05) on
the measurement result of the quantity of emphysema
and lung volumes. In other words, the use of SAFIRE
reconstruction can affect the measurement result of the
quantity of emphysema and lung volumes quantitatively
by using a post-processing software when compared to
FBP reconstruction.
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